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Happy sandwich cafe mug sandwich

Why don't you open a sandwich shop with Chef Louie? Use your favorite ingredients and make your very own original sandwiches! Put your shop popular for serving lots of sandwiches or decorating the store as well as enjoy the story! Chef Louie - Happy Sandwich Cafe. Download these stickers from the Sticker Store on the More or Wallet tab in the LINE
app. Some stickers may only be available for a limited time, or may only be available on certain devices or regions. Finding Mug – Happy Sandwich Cafe I finally tried to make only the ingredients mentioned in clues and it works. This sandwich combo, the name is manually typed. Lots of addicting items to keep you playing!-FEATURES-● A fun sandwich
shop game with cute illustrations!● Design a sandwich with your favorite ingredients!● Loads of spices to enrich your sandwiches!● Some decorations to add your personality to the store!● Improve your skill to make the best sandwich ever!● Deliver the sandwiches to your farmer or grocery store to get new ingredients!● Take part in the contest and win an
item!. The original sandwichesSet out the bread and stuffing to design the original sandwiches! Tomatoes, lettuce, cheese, bacon, etc. The combination of your choice. Try different versions! Put the sandwiches in a display case and serve them to your customers!. Customize your shop decorationsPurchase window or signboard parts to decorate your store!
Then paint the walls with your favorite color! Combine your favorite parts to personalize your business! Train your skill in mini games! Practice to improve your skill. The better it gets, the more types of sandwiches you can cook!. Challenge your missions and races Go on a mission to deliver the sandwiches to a farmer or grocery store. You can unlock new
ingredients if you like sandwiches! Win the sandwich race and get beautiful items that will help you shop management! By purchasing this item, you will be bound by Google Payments and accept Google Payments. in: Characters, protagonists, Quest characters Edit Comments Share Mug is one of the protagonists of Happy Sandwich Cafe, who first appears
as the prologue of the game. Return to the sandwich shop after completing the mission, Finding Mug!, and will be visible in front of the store near the entrance. Abilities[edit | editing source] Players can fill mugs with a sandwich for 1 hour and give the player a gift: coins, tickets, spices or items. He also sometimes attracts customers to the store greeting them
on the street. Clues Mug [edit | edit source] The list below contains the list of clues needed to complete Finding Mug! Mission. I've never seen a dog here before. (Eggsalt) A dog? I don't know, i don't know. (New Year's) I saw a dog recently, but it didn't look like he wanted to eat ham. (New Year's) I've heard that a dog who loved a sandwich. (New Year's)
Looking for a dog? How are you going to find him? (Tuna) I saw a dog. It's this very happy when I gave him a boiled egg! (Boiled eggs) I know some dogs, like candy. (No, no, no, I don't think dogs eat salami. (New Year's) I saw a dog licking honey. (New Year's Day) A dog who likes a sandwich? I wonder what bread likes. (New Year's) The dog can come
back if it smells good. (Sardinia) Sesame is good for health, and it even smells good. I'm sure the dog likes it. (It's there) Kids hate cucumbers. I think dogs are the same. (New Year's) I heard there's a dog who likes cheese. Isn't it salty for them? (Cheddar Cheese) Basil smells really good. I think the dog can easily see it. (New York City) If the dog finds a
sandwich with his favorite ingredients, then he should be happy. (New Year's Basil) Did you know onions aren't good for dogs? (New Year's) You haven't found the dog yet? What do you like to eat? (New Year's) I like cheese, but I'm worried about the salinity. I hear the cream cheese's got a little bit of salt. (Cream cheese) I don't think dogs eat vegetables.
(New Year's) I think the main ingredients in sandwiches are meat or fish. What does the dog want? (Smoked turkey breast) The dog can be happy if you make a sandwich with the ingredients he likes. (Smoked salmon) There was a dog who was very happy when I gave him salmon. (New Year's) Why don't you make a sandwich that the dog likes? (Swiss
cheese) Did you find the dog you were looking for? (New Year's) Characters Main Characters Quest Characters are available under community content CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise noted. Read : English | Missions are quests that allow the player to solve certain game features, decorations and additional components. There are several mission types
available: Story Missions Ingredient Quests Seasoning Quests Story Quests[edit | edit source] Story quests will be marked as an important mission on the map. Completing them will help you improve your sandwich shop and advance your main story. Important Mission 1[edit | edit source] Chapter 1 you meet Rick, a real estate agent who says that there is a
new property in the store being relocated. Fulfilling this mission will allow Louie's sandwich shop to move from a tent to a new building. Part Mission Conditions Difficulty Cost Rewards 1 I would like to eat a ham sandwich Used ham Very EasyTime Limit: 30sDistance: *Obstacles: **** 3 1000 5 1 2 I would like to eat a better ham sandwich Used ham138 +
points Very EasyTime Limit: 27sSpacing: *Obstacles: **** 3 1000 5 1 3. Sandwich with ham and salad 4. Sandwich with ham and salad and 156 points+ 5. Sandwich using ham and lettuce, and seasoned With Black Pepper Important Mission 2[edit | editing source] The 2. The reward for completing this mission is the ability to decorate the store. New product
to develop calories&gt; 330 kcal Sell 50 sandwiches calories 330 kcal Develop a new product calories &gt; 400 kcal kcal 100 sandwiches calories &gt; 400 kcal Sell 100 calorie sandwiches &gt; 420 kcal and cost &lt; 40 after completing Chapter 2, the new Town Investment feature will be available, allowing players to expand the size of the city and take on
more customers. Goals Reward Sell 300 products in 5 layers or more 10 You have to sell 300 sandwiches in 5 layers or more. To make a 5 layer sandwich, players must have at least level 30. After completing this mission, you will be able to enhance sandwiches up to level 10. Important mission 3[edit | editing source] A 5 star hotel sponsors a competition to
find premium sandwiches. It is highly recommended completion of the expand of the kitchen! Mission before doing this, so you can enhance sandwiches up to level 10 and meet the point requirements of this chapter. Premium Sandwich: Competition for a sandwich that costs 120 + coins worth 600 + points Costs 50 participate in rewards of 40,000 , 2 , 1
Premium Healthy Sandwich: Competition for a sandwich with cost &gt; 130 , calories &lt; 320 kcal, 670 + points Premium Seafood Sandwich Competition for a sandwich cost &gt; 180, 2 + varieties of seafood, no meat, 919 + points Premium Vegetable Sandwich: Competition for a sandwich cost &gt; 120 , vegetables only, 919 + points Ultrarich Sandwich:
Competition for a sandwich cost &gt; 180 , 7 layers, 1002 + points Chapter 4 is not an important mission, it's time to find Mug! Find Mug! [edit | edit source] You will receive this mission near the start of the game. After purchasing the sandwich, customers have a speech bubble with an image mug over their heads. Tap the speech bubble to get a tip mug;
however, most of the time this is irrelevant chat. If you're lucky, you can get a lead on Mug. Make sandwiches using the clues to your customers so that you get more clues. After receiving 6 clues about Mug's favorite sandwich, you can develop and sell it in the store. Mug will appear soon enough and you can tap him to complete the mission. After completing
this mission, Mug stays close to the store and attracts customers. If you feed him, he'll give you coins, tickets or spices in return. Find the girl! [edit | edit source] You will receive this quest after completing Finding Mug!. It's similar to the mission, you have to serve the clients to gather clues about the girl. After collecting all the clues, you will get a quest for a
decoration contest where the winner will be the shop featured in the local newspaper. Buy decorations to win the race and the girl will be able to find the store. There are several decoration tournaments that reward the player with decorative elements. Donation request[edit | edit source] Players will receive this mission after completing Find the girl!. A total of
10,000,000 are needed to complete it. After donating 2,000,000, you get another mission: Ultimate Sandwich. To win Competition, you need a sandwich with at least 1900 points. Once you have gifted all the necessary coins, the player will see the closing movie and receive a Thank you gift, which can be found under items. Component Quests [edit | editing
source] Completing component missions unlocks multiple components the player can use. You need to successfully deliver sandwiches via a mini-game to get the ingredients. Each component quest has two parts: It allows you to purchase the component. The sandwich supplied only has to meet the point requirement. Increases the revenue of the
component. The sandwich should use the ingredient and have enough points. Below are the minimum requirements for each component quest. The points listed after pickles have been estimated and may not be accurate. Ingredient Unlock Score Discount Score Distance Hurdles Cucumber 1 300 * * Ham 88 370 Salad 115 431 Tuna 170 500 ** Olives 211
560 ** ** Shoots 253 545 ** *** Tomatoes 294 570 *** * Omelette 335 592 * **** Pickles 376 630 *** *** ** Cheddar Cheese 418 753 ** ** Basil (for bike) 459 930 *** * Onion (for bike) 517 912 ***** Chili Beans (for bike) 541 912 ** ** Cream cheese 583 936 *** * Shrimp 626 936 ** * Smoked turkey breast 675 954? * **** Radisk 720 1003 ***** Swiss cheese
799 1032 ***** * Fried fish 828 1066 ** *** Arugula 850 1290 ** *** Camembert 879? 1282? ** Bratwurst 941 1150? Paprika 980? 1290 *** Avocado 1117 1300 * ***** Mushrooms 1175 1350 *** **** ****
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